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yoyo kite engine violin

Color the

Color the

Color the

Color the

Color the

Color the

Color the

Color the

girl's yoyo pink.

boy's kite green.

boy's yoyo yellow.

girl's violin orange.

boy's engine red.

boy's violin blue.

girl's engine yellow.

girl's kite green.
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queen

elephant

1. Draw a kite in the boy's box.

2. Draw a violin in the queen's box.

3. Draw a violin in the zebra's box.

4. Draw a kite in the king's box.

5. Draw a kite in the girl's box.

6. Draw a violin in the elephant's box.
3



I

shortest

longest

yellow purple black orange brown white

Ci) (5) 0)

The black key is the longest. The brown zipper is the longest.
The purple key is the shortest. The white zipper is the shortest,

yellow brown orange purple white black

The orange yoyo is the longest. The black pencil is the longest.
The brown yoyo is the shortest. The white pencil is the shortest.



r sad
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happy1old young
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big

"T 	

tall

I am the tallest. TI am the youngest.] We are the saddest.

am the oldest. [...We are the biggest. LI We are the happiest.
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10.
octopus

Go to the zoo.

9.

Color the octopus
yellow. Then go
to seven.

Color the elephant
brown. Then go
to five. lion

Go back to two. 

Go to ten. 

zebra       

7.

Go back
to four.

Color the zebra
black and white.
Then go to nine.

Color the lion
brown. Then go
to eight.

•
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fat thin long short

He is the saddest. She is the happiest.

She is the tallest. He is the shortest.

He is the fattest. She is the thinnest.

77
,

40'

It is the shortest. It is the longest.
8



Look at the queen.

Is she the tallest?

Is she the shortest?

Is she the fattest?

Is she the saddest?

Look at the king.

Is he the thinnest?

Is he the shortest?

Is he the tallest?

Is he the saddest?

Yes, she is.No, she isn't)

Yes, she is. No, she isn't.l

Yes, she is. No, she isILIE

Yes, she is. No, she isn't.1

[Yes, he is. No, he isn't.

Yes, he is. No, he isn't

LYes, he is. No, he isn't.

Yes, he is. No, he isn't.
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Ehe is happy.

He is happy. It isn't happy.

     

00      

L It is happy. j

She isn't happy.

LI 
She isn't happy.]

U5/
LH2 isn't happy. I r She is happy.

Draw a pink cat.
It is happy.

Draw a purple fish.
It isn't happy.

a 
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He isn't old.

He is sad.

He is drinking. He isn't drinking. He is drinking.

He is walking. He isn't walking. He is walking.

He isn't little.
I

He is little. He isn't little. He is little.

sad

walking

little

drinking

old
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0 0 0 0
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snowin '-gl rainingsunny cloudy windy
dle.rwmn••n

Yes it is. No it isn't.

Yes , it is. No , it isn't.

Yes it is. No, it isn't.

Yes it is. No it isn't.

Yes, it is. Na.it isn't.

It is windy. It is cloudy.

 

It is sunny. It is snowing. It is raining.

Is it raining today?

Is it snowing today?

Is it sunny today?

Is it windy today?

Is it cloudy today?

fir  

1 6
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i SIt 
isn't 

sunny.

It i. s
isn

cloudy.

It 
isn't 

raining.

Draw today's 14)
weather.

r sunny cloudy snowing windy raining
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isn't windy.

0 
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0
P0 0

0 0 0 6  0

0 0 0 0 D
0

63 1, 0 03 0 
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[ isIt 
isn't 

cloudy.
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[ It ! s , windy.isn t 

1- It 
i

s 	snowing. sn't 
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next to

They are

between the‘
''- elephants.

under the
elephants.

next to the jeep.

in the jeep.

They are
111MMn1==n•=.1j44.44.4.00.comm ,

next to
the box.

in the box.

on the vans.

between
the vans.   

on the fish.

in the fish.

uext to
the zebra.

under the
zebra.

on the table.

under the
table.

under the
umbrella.

on the
umbrella.   

1 8



Today's r_t\
weather "v

boy

sunny windy
cloudy

raining snowing I

Are the queen's pens on the book?

Are the boy's pens under the book?

Are the queen's pens next to the book?

Are the king's pens between the books?

Are the boy's pens on the book?

Are the king's pens on the book?

Are the boy's pens between the books?

r Yes, they are. No, they aren't

Yes, they are. No, they aren't.

Yes, they are. No, they aren't.

Yes, they are. No, they aren't.

Yes, they are. No, they are n 't.

Yes, they are. No, they aren't.

Yes, they are. No, they aren't.
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Ihen

boy

hat

fan

hot

bus

ink 
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Are you in
the box? Yes, I am. Are you under

the bed?

Are you next i
to the caf

Are you between
the vans?

tre you in
the bus?

No, I'm not. Are you on
the van?

No, I'm not .

No, I'm not.

Help! I'm under
the elephant.



I am the oldesi

I am the happiest .

Yes, am. No, I'm not.

Yes, I am. .No, I'm not.

Yes am. No, I'm not.

Yes I am. No, I'm not.

Yes, I am. N I'm not.

Your family

Are you the oldest?

Are you the youngest?

Are you the biggest?

Are you the happiest?

Are you the noisiest?                              

23



It is o'clock.

It is o'clock.

It is o'clock.  9 0    

one two three four we

10

12
11

2

9

8

it is t o'clock. 

11
10

It is o'clock. 9 

10

1

   

10

11
1
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car fbi.J.

Go down four squares.
Then go right three squares.

van jet

Go down three squares.
Then go left five squares.
Then go up one square.

left right 

down            

Go up five squares.
Then go right six squares.
Then go down one square.

1 1
jet bus

Go up three squares.
Then go left six squares.
Then go up two squares.

	I Irvan 	car                   

25



d vvini J

The red black one is running.

The brown red one is drinking.

 

	'1!11.1•n••• 

 

The 'yellow') purple one is jumping.Which one is jumping

Which one is walking? The brown green one is walking

Which one is drawing? The black purple one is drawing .

Which one is eating? The green yellow one is eating.

Which one is running?

Which one is drinking?

26
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They are long.

They aren't
long.

It is long.

It isn't long.

- 111111"""

ic jumping. drawing.runningl

running. drinking.

He —"She is1_
It is It isn't Theyare They aren'll

I She Isn't

jumping.
lnworylam .mm lnMemn

        

finmEll•lilmilme=mMENEMI I.11n.nnn•n•.1•110.11n11.1.bilad.11             

eating.  walking. 
aNiM/IIn1nnnn••••••n• ..p./. /M/MnMMnNMINN/MMIBO   
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car

cup

bag

bed

a little 1/22.ca. an old

a wet an old

a long a big

a new a little
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Tom JanPam   

nose

Sid's mouth is the biggest.

Pam's nose is the longest.

Tom's ears are the biggest.

Jan's hair is the longest.

Tom's eyes are the biggest.

Jan's nose is the shortest.

Pam's mouth is the thinnest.

Sid's hair is the shortest.           
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isSh%sn , young. He i. s , oldisn t

are
They aren't jumping. T She is drinking.isn't

Yes, it is Mio, it isn't.
n

I

                       

They 
are 

, new.aren t  

It
 i

s
n'tsn't  

41n1n1
n1111n•n•=1•IMENIME•mmnEmmoll••n••n•••••1•n•nn••• ,..m......101.1n••••• dmi.                  

is the pen under the book? Is the pen between the books?

Yes, it is. No, it isn't.

Are the pens in the bag? Are the pens next to the bag?
Yes, they are. No, they aren't. [Yes, they are. No, they aren't.
30



Today's weather   

The girl's yoyo is the longest.
The boy's yoyo is the shortest.    

sunny windy
cloudy

raining snowing   

The queen's fish is the happiest.
The king's fish is the saddest.              

Imo imumm nnnn1004.1n1 11   

                                

n-n-•1nn••14                                      
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Activity Books for Children are packed with
engaging and creative tasks to help your pupils

learn English. All the activities are attractively
ill ustrated and have been carefully designed to

practise English grammar and vocabulary, and to
develop important reading and writing skills.

Activity Book for Children 1

Activity Book for Children 2

Activity .Book for Children 4

Activity Book for Children 5

Activity Book for Children 6

Language Learning Cards A

(for Activity Books 1 -3)

Language Learning Cards B

(for Activity Books 4-6)
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